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Abstract— We establish that practical multiple access based on
`nite size information blocks transmitted with prescribed power
and with loaded multicarrier modulation, is optimal with respect
to maximizing the sum-rate of circulant inter-symbol interference
(ISI) channels, that are assumed available at the transmitter. Circulant ISI channels are ensured either with cyclic pre`xed block
transmissions and an overlap-save reception, or, with zero-padded
block transmissions and an overlap-add reception. Analysis asserts that sum-rate optimal multicarrier users could share one or
more subcarriers depending on the underlying channels. Optimal loading is performed by specializing an existing iterative lowcomplexity algorithm to circulant ISI channels.

I. I NTRODUCTION
It has been long recognized that both performance and data
rates of transmissions over ISI channels can be optimized, when
Channel State Information (CSI) is made available at the transmitter; e.g., via feedback, or, during a time-division duplex session. Single-user multi-carrier transmissions loaded according
to the CSI-based “water-pouring” principle are known to achieve
the ISI channel capacity for a prescribed power budget, provided
that in`nitely many, and in`nitely long complex exponentials
are utilized as information bearing waveforms [6].
Such ideal transmissions are serial, and assume in`nitely
long information blocks. On the other hand, power- and bitloaded multicarrier transmissions with `nite size blocks implement water-pouring in practice. The resulting Discrete MultiTone (DMT) systems, have been standardized for communication over digital subscriber lines (x-DSL) [7]. Thanks to the
cyclic pre`x (CP) that is inserted per transmitted block, and
is discarded from each received block, DMT systems enable
block-by-block processing without ISI-induced inter-block interference (IBI), as in an overlap-save implementation of block
convolution. Equally important, the CP insertion and removal
renders the underlying channel matrix (in the discrete-time baseband equivalent block DMT model) circulant. It has been shown
that DMT maximizes the capacity of the resulting circulant ISI
channel [7] (see also [9] for generalizations to linear block convolution models entailing Toeplitz channel matrices).
Interestingly, similar optimality with respect to sum-capacity
has not been fully established for practical multiple access based
on finite size blocks transmitted through multiuser ISI channels.
However, conditions for maximizing the sum-capacity of multiuser ISI channels have revealed that frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) offers an optimal solution in the ideal case,
where each users serial transmissions are presumably `ltered
with in`nitely long `lters to become Gaussian, and are loaded
according to a multiuser water-pouring principle [2]. But it
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was not until recently, that a practical (albeit suboptimum) algorithm was devised in [12] to maximize the conditions in [2].
Interesting related algorithms were presented earlier in [4], and
were purported optimal by restricting the class of multiple access schemes to the practically attractive DMT class; i.e., along
with the aforementioned CP insertion and removal, it was a fortiori assumed in [4] that each user relies on multi-carrier modulation.
In this paper, we prove that multi-carrier multiple access is
sum-rate optimal for `nite block `xed-power transmissions over
circulant ISI channels. One case that circulant ISI channels arise
is when each user transmits blocks with a CP that is discarded at
the receiver, as in the single user DMT. Another case is when
each user pads zeros per transmitted block (at least as many
as the ISI channel order), and an overlap-add operation is performed per received block, as detailed in [10]. Unlike [4], where
DMT per user is assumed, we prove here that judiciously loaded
DMT per user possesses sum-rate optimality. Implementation
of the optimal loading follows the iterative algorithm of [11],
which was developed for general channel matrices, and shown
to have low complexity (linear in the number of users and the
block length). It turns out that applying [11] to circulant channel
matrices, leads to a power loading algorithm that is less complex
than the one in [4]. Although in the limit our `nite block optimal
multi-carrier transmissions should coincide with the asymptotically optimal FDMA scheme in [2], it is shown possible with
`nite blocks to have users sharing subcarriers. The same conclusion was also reached by the multiple access scheme in [8],
which relies on combinatorial or semi-de`nite programming algorithms to optimize the sum-mean-square symbol error criterion, under transmit-power constraints per user.
We adopt the following notational conventions: bold upper
(lower) case denotes matrices (column vectors). An upper case
subscript associated with a matrix denotes its dimension. An
identity matrix is denoted with
, and the all-zero
matrix of size
is denoted with ¼  . The determinant
of a matrix  is denoted by . Superscript  will stand for
Hermitian and  denotes transpose. We take  to mean that


if
, otherwise

 . We use  to
denote a diagonal matrix with  on its diagonal. We denote
by  the
FFT
th en matrix with the 
. Ensemble averaging is denoted with
try  
.





 







 



II. P RELIMINARIES
We consider block transmissions for multiple access over frequency selective ISI channels. Fig. 1 shows the discrete-time
baseband equivalent uplink communication model of the th
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Fig. 1. Continuous and discrete-time baseband equivalent multichannel model.



user, where

, and
is the maximum number of
users in the system. Each
1 block of data symbols   
has zero-mean, and its power is upper bounded:



CP-based model (2) is that white noise is colored by the overlapadd operation, and its covariance matrix becomes diagonal with
unequal diagonal entries.
We further assume that:
a2) the transmitted blocks    
 are zero mean, mutually
uncorrelated with covariance matrices   
 , and also
uncorrelated with the noise   .
For ease of notation, we will subsequently drop the block index
, since it is common to all vectors in (2).
The maximum sum of achievable rates for the users in the
system can be computed as the maximum mutual information
between the transmitted blocks   
, and the received
block  , denoted by   
   , over the joint pdf
 
 :

max
(3)


  
     
For the multi-access channel de`ned by the input/output relation (2), the sum-capacity is achieved if and only if  is Gaussian (e.g., [3, p. 254]). With   
 jointly Gaussian,  is
Gaussian too, and (3) can then be rewritten as [c.f. a2)]

    
 
(1)


Before transmission,    is multiplied by a tall
 , which inserts a CP of
matrix    ¼      

length 
. The th users

cyclic-pre`xed
block        is parallel-to-serial (P/S) converted to 
a sequence   , which is subsequently pulse-shaped to yield

the continuous-time signal          ,
where   is the chip-pulse, and   denotes the chip period.
   
The th users transmitted signal    propagates through a
   
channel   . We assume that:
a1) the channels    
   
 are known at the mobile transmitters, and have delay spreads upper bounded by   .
The received signal   is `ltered by a square-root Nyquist
receive-`lter   , and then sampled at the chip rate   to
yield   . Let us denote with          the
th users equivalent chip-sampled channel impulse response.



As per a1), the maximum order of    

 is . In addition

 (4)

max
    

to transmit-receive `lters       and multipath effects, the



  

FIR channel   captures the th users asynchronism in the
Given a1), the objective of this paper is to specify the correlaform of delay factors. With mobile users attempting to synchrotion matrices   
nize with the base stations pilot waveform, the relative asyn that achieve the sum-capacity in (4),


















































 















chronism among users is supposed to be only a few chips in
duration (quasi-synchronous or block-synchronous setup).
The received sequence  is serial-to-parallel (S/P) converted to form blocks    
 
. We re 
  of length
, and
move the CP from  using the matrix    ¼ 
express the resulting IBI-free
received block as:

  



 










  

where   is an









  

  

 








(2)

 

circulant matrix with 
th entry
, and   is an
complex Gaussian noise vector with zero mean, and correlation matrix

   
 . Note that white noise is not col

ored after being processed with   . Consequently, if we assume
that white noise  is present in  , then       is
 .
also white and

We allow for non-identical noise variances to encompass
block transmissions with zero-padding (ZP) replacing the CP,
 
 
where 
is replaced by 
  ¼    . This
avoids IBI, and leads to circulant channel matrices too, provided
that an overlap-add operation is performed on each received
block  to yield   
 , where
denotes
the `rst
columns of
[10]. The main difference with the

   






  


























subject to the power constraint of (1), which we write as










 

(5)



Because

 is Hermitian, we only have to specify the
 elements on, and above its main diagonal. Hence, the maximization in (4) entails

 variables.
It is important to point out that we have not assumed a priori that each user adopts a multicarrier modulation, like in the
multiuser DMT system of [4]. Even though we do not assume
FFT processing in (2), we show in the next theorem that for
block transmissions over circulant ISI channels, a DMT type of
precoder with appropriately loaded subcarriers is optimal in the
sense of maximizing (4) subject to the constraint (5).
III. O PTIMALITY OF M ULTICARRIER M ULTI -ACCESS
We `rst state our main result:
Theorem 1 For multi-access through circulant ISI channels, the
sum-capacity of the MIMO system described by (2) is achieved if
the transmitted blocks are zero-mean Gaussian with correlation
matrix

(6)


   £ 
where £    
  .
Proof: The circulant channel matrix   can be diagonalized
by multiplying it to the left and right with the FFT matrix  and
the IFFT matrix   , respectively, to obtain
         
     (7)
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where

  

is the transfer function of the th users channel
. We substitute   from (7)
  at frequency   
into (4) to `nd
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where    
  . Since  
our optimization problem is equivalent to:
max
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(8)





(9)



Matrix
is
positive
de`nite,
   
and consequently, we can apply the Hadamard inequality [3, p.


502] to 
      to `nd that
subject to
















 

   







 












 






     

     





(10)

(11)



(12)

 

th entry of   , and the equalwhere    denotes the 

ity holds if and only if     
 is diagonal. We
seek correlation matrices   maximizing (10) under the power
constraint in (9). Since (9) and (11) do not depend on the offdiagonal entries of the correlation matrices, we can set them to
zero in order to obtain a diagonal   maximizing (10). With
these diagonal   , the equality holds in (11). This implies that
the sum-capacity is attained when   are diagonal, call them
£ ; hence,  can be expressed as     £  , which
completes the proof.

We remark that unlike the single user water-pouring setup, multicarrier modulation offers only suf`cient sum-rate maximizing
transmissions for multiple access through ISI channels: indeed,
having the sum of matrices in (10) to be diagonal is necessary
and suf`cient for sum-rate optimality; however, having every
summand matrix to be diagonal is only suf`cient.
Let us denote the block of information symbols of user with
 , and with     
  its correlation matrix. Notice
that colored s could result either from coding, or, from linear
precoding [10]. In both cases it is possible to have  inherit the
optimal transmit-correlation matrix (6) via a linear transformation ¢ . Indeed, using

    ¢

¢    £


 

we can verify that



  


satis`es (6). Notice that

  


   




 


  



digital subcarriers (columns of the -point IFFT matrix   ).
We have thus established the main claim of this paper:
Corollary 1 Loaded multicarrier modulation based on finite size
information blocks transmitted with prescribed power is sumrate optimal for transmissions over circulant ISI channels.
To complete our sum-capacity optimization, we need to specify the optimum set £ 
 that maximizes
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(14)



  of £, and sub-

with respect to the diagonal entries 
ject to

£ 





 







 



(15)

Thanks to Theorem 1, the number of optimization variables has
been reduced from

 in our initial maximization
problem, to
in (14).
In order to solve this maximization problem, we rely on the
algorithm of [11], which has been developed for a multi-antenna
multiple access system, but also applies to our case. Theorem 1
of [11] asserts that   
 solve the sum-rate maximization problem in (4), subject to the constraint (5), if and only
if
 is the single user water-`lling covariance matrix for
the channel   , and for the noise plus multi-user interference


(NMUI) covariance matrix 
      , for
all

, simultaneously. This theorem leads to a simple and ef`cient water-`lling algorithm in which each
,

, is computed iteratively after the NMUI has been
updated following each computation of
 . However, similar
to [9], each iterative calculation of
 requires singular value
decomposition (SVD).
Because for our setup the sum-capacity is achieved by
s
with the structure of (6), we can specialize the algorithm of [11]
,
so that at each iteration the algorithm just updates   

and does not perform an SVD operation since given    ,
 can be computed analytically

, the optimal   
as in [6, p. 334]. We now present our modi`ed version of the
algorithm in [11] that is tailored for circulant ISI channels:
Algorithm 1
initialize   


  
repeat
for  to







(13)
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end
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pre-

whitens the possibly correlated  , while £ appropriately
loads the
symbols of user , before placing them on the


 



    


   

  is less than .
until variation of   

Algorithm 1 belongs to the class of optimization algorithms
which use parallel variable distribution. It is known that if the
constraint set is in the form of a Cartesian product (i.e., no coupling between the sets of variables of different users) then the
algorithm converges to a stationary point [5]. From Theorem 1
in [11] this stationary point achieves the sum-capacity of circulant ISI channels.
Notice that there are three computational loops in Algorithm
1. The inner loop is used to compute the optimal 


  given all  with  . The solution is computed analytically using Lagrange multipliers. Consequently,
for a given user , it takes
steps to update all s. A
second loop is used to compute  for all
users. The outmost loop iterates over the second loop until the desired accuracy is reached. Let us denote with  the number of times we
run the outmost loop. Hence, this algorithm takes  
computational steps. Compared to [4], where the complexity is
exponential in the number of users, the complexity here is linear.

 





  







 

For   , we have
can write (16) as

 



and



for

 



, so we



   )     )    (17)


*
*
where * 
   . It follows from (17) that
   )    
(18)
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Similar to (18), we obtain

   )    

   )


(19)



By combining the inequalities (18) and (19), we obtain part a)
of Theorem 2.
If   , there exist at least two users
and with


  and  . We have from the second equation in
(16) that



 







  
)
    





IV. C HARACTERIZATION OF THE O PTIMAL S OLUTION
(20)







)

In this subsection we establish similar properties for our op  , as the
     
timal solutions, which we denote with   

ones reported in [8], where the total mean square error of a which leads to
   )
(21)
multi-access system with ISI channels is minimized. Similar
   )
to [8], we partition the integer index set        
Now, if subcarrier  is shared by the same users and , similar
 
as 
      , where
to (21), we `nd
   )
             
(22)





)




     
     
By combining (21) and (22) we obtain part b) of the theorem.

      
Finally, if     , then from (16) we have that
). For     we `nd from (17)
with  denoting the set of subcarriers of user ,   the   
   . It follows that   
set of subcarriers shared by the users in the system, and    and (20) that ) 

the set of subcarriers not used by any user. Now, we can state a    , for any      and any     , which

theorem which gives insight into the appropriate allocation of proves part c) of our theorem.
Part a) of Theorem 2 asserts that allocation of subcarrisubcarriers.
ers  and  between two users
and  depends on the
Theorem 2 For the subcarrier partitioning it holds that:
relative subchannel gains between the two users, namely,
   
      and       . More pre





!        "#$ !%   !  
cisely, if we consider a two user system, similar to [8] the sub 

carriers for which        is “high” are allocated










user 1, where as subcarriers for which       
&         '!$( &% '($'   isto “low”
are assigned to user 2.
 

c)       for any     , and
From part b) of Theorem 2 we have that for all the subcall them
and , the
    ,   . carriers that are shared by two users,





subchannel
gain
ratio








is
the
same. Be 
 
Proof: The function     in (14) is concause
our
multi-access
system
is
affected
by
fading,
the
channels
cave because its domain is a convex set and the Hes







are
realizations
of
some
random
channels.
Conse


sian of    is positive semi-de`nite. Since
quently, the event for which        is equal to



  is concave and the constraints in (15) are       for   and for any     , has
linear, we can apply Kuhn-Tuckers theorem [1, p. 249], which
zero. This implies that at most one subcarrier will be
asserts that there exist Lagrange multipliers )   for
 measure
shared by any two users. Therefore, the total number of shared
 satisfying    
subcarriers is bounded by
 .
  
If
we
let
the
number
of
subcarriers
 , the superim) 
posed spectra of the transmitted signals approaches an FDMA
      


(16) spectrum because the number of shared subcarriers is `nite (a







set of measure zero). This is in agreement with [2], which shows
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that FDMA achieves sum-capacity of the multi-access channel
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with ISI (note that adjacent user spectra in FDMA share a common zero frequency). However, when considering block transmissions with a `nite block size, the optimal spectrum can be
achieved by loaded multicarrier transmissions, where the subcarriers from different users could eventually be shared.
Note, that for optimum transmissions, two users could share
more than one subcarrier if condition b) of Theorem 2 is satis`ed
for each pair of shared subcarriers. As an illustrative example,
we consider the same ISI channel and the same transmit power
constraint for all users. Then, an optimum subcarrier allocation
is obtained if all users share all their subcarriers.
We conclude from part c) of our theorem that subcarriers not
allocated to any user have smaller subchannel gain for some user
than any other subcarrier that is used by this speci`c user .
We close this section by recalling that the theme of this paper relies on the availability of CSI at the transmitters. When
this is impossible to acquire, the wireless multicarrier scheme of
[10] that relies on linear precoding and block spreading appears
most attractive. When partial CSI can be made available, then
statistical water-pouring alternatives are well motivated.
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 , and the taps for channel 2 are
   
 . The noise is assumed
to be white with unit variance. To obtain the optimal power loadings  for each user, we have run the simpli`ed algorithm
developed in Section III. We plot in Fig. 2 the optimal power
spectral density (PSD) of the transmitted signals    
at the frequency grid along with the subchannel gain ratios
 (   (  , and  (   (  .
As predicted by part a) of Theorem 2, user 1 does not allocate
power at the frequencies where   (    (   is
relatively small unless power has been allocated at frequencies
where  (    (   is high. User 2 subcarriers
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 . We observe from this example that the convergence of
Algorithm 1 is fast. After only 
iterations the relative eris below  . As before, we
   
ror
plot in Fig. 3 the optimal transmit-PSD along with the channel
gains, namely,   (   ,  (   , and  (   .
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We remark that one subcarrier is shared by users 1 and 2, and
that `ve subcarriers are not used by any user. Notice that for any
user ,
 ", the channel gain at the unused frequencies
is smaller than the channel gain at frequencies that are used by
user . This example illustrates well part c) of Theorem 2.
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are allocated similarly.
In a second example we consider three users with the same
setup as in the `rst example, except that now our block
size is

, and the taps for channel 1 are   # 

 '   %
  " %#   !  & & , the taps
for channel 2 are  '   "!  '   $  '&
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 !#   $' , and the taps for channel 3 are
 '
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Fig. 2. Optimal transmit-PSDs and ratios of channel transfer function gains
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As a `rst example to illustrate the properties studied in Theorem 2, we consider a system with two users each having
unit power, and transmitting blocks of
 ! symbols over
ISI channels of order
 ".
The taps for channel 1 are



2

PSD of user 1
PSD of user 2
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